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New Renault Koleos: prices and versions (French market)

The Renault Koleos range has been refreshed with the incorporation of Renault’s latest design
identity, particularly low fuel consumption and CO2 emissions and the introduction of
unprecedented technologies
Three equipment levels are available and will go on sale at the end of the summer, with prices
starting from €29,650. Order books are already open across Renault’s French sales network.
New Renault Koleos is attractive and easy to recognise at first glance thanks to its new front end which embodies the brand’s new design
identity.Redesigned diamondeffect wheels provide the latest evolution of the model with extra character, while the chrome finish of the side
protective strips adds a further touch of distinguished elegance.A new, refined body colour – Glacé Brown – is now also available.

New Renault Koleos is equipped with the new indash Renault RLink multimedia system complete with seveninch touchscreen display.
Renault RLink permits the selection of one of 26 languages and incorporates all the expected multimedia functions, from navigation, radio
and telephony to Bluetooth® connectivity and audio streaming, as well as connectivity for portable musicplaying devices. It also proposes
services associated with the vehicle’s own systems, plus access to the Renault RLink Store which has a catalogue of more than 50
applications (depending on country) that can be downloaded directly to the vehicle or using a computer.
Another important new feature of the car is the Blind Spot Warning (BSW) function which provides a visual alert whenever a vehicle is
detected in the blind spot to facilitate safe overtaking.

A reversing camera combined with rear parking sensors provides a realtime image of what is behind the car on the RLink system’s
display. A handsfree card, Hill Start Assist and Hill Descent Control functions, and Bose audio also figure on the extensive list of highend
equipment available for New Renault Koleos.
The two diesel engines available for the model (150 and 175hp) boast particularly low fuel consumption and CO2 emissions.

Find the french prices and options by clicking here
Find the equipments list by clicking here
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